Making Dreams Possible....

About US
Nationwide Immigration Services is one of India’s best immigration consultancy. Our
Immigration Services are designed to equip our clients with thorough information about
the immigration process, enabling them to make informed decisions.
Nationwide Immigration provides immigration consultancy services to a large number
of people across Indian who aspire to live in another country. Our experienced immigration consultants and lawyers provide excellent immigration services and citizenship
services to aspiring immigrants who wish to migrate to international destinations.
We are the Canada Permanent Residency Visas Masters since 2007 and today we have
physical footprints in Canada, Delhi, and Mumbai. We are known as the leading PR Visa
Consulting Firm in ﬁnding the right solutions for you. We make sure our clients receive
services as promised and achieve their desired dreams.

Why Choose NATIONWIDE
14+ years of Immigration Experience
We strongly value the values not only the valuables.
Nationwide Visas works on a mission Zero Defect.
True, Transparent, Authentic & ICCRC registered.
JOb Assistance Services for Migrants
Post Landing Services
IELTS Coaching
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Post Landing Services
Provided by Nationwide Visas
When we say we take care of the end-to-end process, we mean it. After
assisting you with everything in your immigration application, process, and
ﬁling, we also have people on the ground in Canada waiting to help you settle
and feel at home.
Nationwide Visas takes care of everything in your country as well as in the
country you are immigrating to. Our professionals ensure you feel comfortable
during the transition to your new life with our post-landing services.

Post Landing Services
That We Offer
Help and support with landing & movement
Airport pickup facilities
Help with the documents that you need to show at the airport
Sharing information on how to reach your hotel/Airbnb
from the airport
Sharing info on the driving license process and helping you
get your license.
Sharing info on how to buy your ﬁrst car
Sharing info on how to buy your car insurances
Sharing info on different transportation options available
Sharing info on how to travel without a car in Canada
Sharing info on Travel Card: presto card and how to get it
Sharing info on how to use Google Maps to reach any
location via trains and buses

POST
LANDING

SERVICE

+91 - 92 92 92 92 81

10,000
+ Taxes

908-912, Modi Tower,
Nehru Place, New Delhi-110019
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About IELTS
The IELTS or the International English Language Testing System is a
widely accepted test of the English language and accepted in many
foreign universities and institutions all over the world, especially across
Canada, Australia, the UK, New Zealand, and the USA.

IELTS with NATIONWIDE
Three months of training under CELTA certiﬁed trainer.
Assistance in booking the exams with Tips & Techniques.
Frequent mock tests before appearing for the exam

IELTS

10,000
+ Taxes

+91 - 92 92 92 92 81

908-912, Modi Tower,
Nehru Place, New Delhi-110019
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Job Assistance by

Nationwide Visas
Creating or redesigning the resume
as per Canadian labour market
standards.
Creating the Job Bank account
along with express entry program to
make job search easy for migrants
even being in the same country.
Sharing the list of potential employers
in Canada for the speceﬁc province
where the migrate in landing.

JOB ASSISTANCE

10,000
+ Taxes

+91 - 92 92 92 92 81

908-912, Modi Tower,
Nehru Place, New Delhi-110019
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CANADA
EXPRESS ENTRY
Program
&
Provincial Nomination
Program

70,000
+ Taxes

+91 - 92 92 92 92 81

908-912, Modi Tower,
Nehru Place, New Delhi-110019
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POST LANDING SERVICES

10,000

+ Taxes

IELTS COACHING
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+ Taxes

JOB ASSISTANCE
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EXPRESS ENTRY & PNP
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+91 - 92 92 92 92 81
908-912, Modi Tower
Nehru Place
New Delhi-110019
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Why Should You Hire an
Immigration Consultant for Your

Canada Visa Application?

Migrating to Canada could be a lifetime
& life changing decision & people don't
like to take a chance when it's about
their future & career.
Are you looking to come to Canada on a
PR visa? If so, then you should hire an
immigration consultant for your Canada
Visa
application. Find out why in this guide.
Often, the process is not as straightforward as you think. Application forms can
be complex and lengthy. If you think that
you can ﬁll it on your own and you don’t
need any expert advice, think again; visa
applications are often rejected for simple
mistakes and you’ll need to pay again in
order to re-apply for the same visa.
Appeal and administrative review
processes would also cost you extra time
and money.

Reasons for Hiring an Immigration Consultant
Aside f rom those mentioned above, there are a numerous other reason for
hiring a visa and immigration expert:

1. It saves you time, energy and money

Despite visa consultants charging you a fee, hiring an expert can actually
save you money (as well as time). If you wrongly apply for a visa category, it
delays your application for months. Even minor mistakes can cause your visa
to be refused and – in that case – you need to pay the fee again to re-start the
application process. Choosing a quality immigration consultant with
experience, integrity and knowledge helps you to make your application a
success & that is all an applicant wants.

2. An ICCRC member/ immigration consultant acts as your
representative to the government

As an individual, you may not be comfortable talking to government ofﬁcials.
Even if you know that you are right, you may be clueless about handling the
situation. An immigration consultant represents your side and will stand their
ground for you. A consultant keeps your rights protected and defends you
whenever an ofﬁcial wrongly interprets the law.

+91 - 92 92 92 92 81

908-912, Modi Tower,
Nehru Place, New Delhi-110019
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3. You get a guarantee of submitting a complete and
well-presented application

Many Canada visa applications contain small mistakes and, at times incomplete information. This can result in refusal of your visa application. An immigration consultant ensures that your application is complete and well presented to the authorities.

4. You get personal attention

An immigration consultant is always available and provides you with personal
attention. You may not be aware of the traps within the application process.
In cases where your personal situation changes, e.g., you get married or
divorced, you have a child, you change your job or occupation – an
immigration consultant can evaluate your situation and tell you how these
changes may impact your application.

5. Immigration consultants understand the complexity of
immigration and appeals

Immigration is a complex process, as too is appealing a visa decision in case
of refusal. Both processes cost money, time and consume energy f rom you.
Due to this, it is better if you go to an immigration consultant who is an expert
in all the relevant immigration processes and laws. They will review your case
appropriately and then determine your eligibility for a visa program, as well
as helping you to make a successful appeal on the right legal grounds. Nationwide Immigration will help you in such cases without any extra charge if
you have hired us for your Canada PR Process.

6. Your privacy is safeguarded

When you talk to your immigration consultant on a one-on-one basis, you will
share your personal information with them and they will keep this
information safe and secure. A consultant ensures you with a safe
environment where your privacy is protected. Your consultant will maintain
your conﬁdentiality.
These are just some reasons why you should hire an immigration consultant
for Canada visa and immigration.

How can we help you get into Express Entry?

The most important and complex aspect of the Express Entry Program is to
provide complete and accurate information/documentation and get an ITA.
Without an invitation, you are unable to apply for permanent residence under
the Express Entry Program. In order to receive an invitation, you have to be
selected f rom a pool of candidates who are competing for an invitation.
Our job is to make your proﬁle STAND OUT f rom the crowd. We will assess
your case, highlight the best aspects of your application, and make sure that
you obtain the highest eligible score! This way, your chances of getting an
invitation are maximized.

+91 - 92 92 92 92 81

908-912, Modi Tower,
Nehru Place, New Delhi-110019
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What is the guarantee of a PR Visa?

Nationwide Immigration services are a team of 200 immigration professionals
who are creating success stories every day, with that comes another fact that
no success story was given a guarantee

What Nationwide Immigration will do?

Nationwide immigration Services is an authentic & transparent Immigration
company who provide high quality immigration services. We have a 100%
success rate of Canada PR Visa applications. We make applications accurate,
error f ree, STAND OUT of the crowd, stronger, and monitor them throughout
the process for a positive outcome.

Why are there different charges of different companies in the
market for Immigration consultation?

There are various companies in the market, each with different working styles
and so pricings may also vary. Some are old, some are new, some are licensed,
some are not. Some are awarded, some are penalised, some of them provide
quality consultation, some will not, some of them are start-ups, some of them
are well established. Some of them have good records, some of them may not.
Hence, the pricing varies.
We are a Canadian immigration registered & reliable immigration company.
We understand that quality consultation and services can't be availed at very
low price and also can't be charged too high for the same.
Neither we charge too high, nor too less. Our motto is to ensure client satisfaction and we provide that with hand-holding support. We also understand that
clients' happiness shouldn't only be at the time of enrolment for getting BIG
discounts rather be preserved every day after signing up for the services.
So, we don't cut the corners while providing you quality immigration
services.

What is the right time to create an Express Entry proﬁle ?

Answer - If you have made up your mind to migrate to Canada, we recommend you to create your Express Entry proﬁle quickly! Thousands of invitations are coming every month through Express Entry PNP programs only. You
shouldn't miss any draw in order to maximise your chances to get your
invitation.
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